
PANJABRAO DESHMUKH KRISHI VIDYAPEETH AKOLA
VASANTRAO NAIK COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL BIOTECHNOLOGY, WAGHAPUII

ROAD, YAVATMAL-445001
Dr" N.D.Parlau'ar Email : r'r-c-irl>l.;ll.tj;guqil.SQry

Ph.D.(Agronomy) advncab@pdkv.ac.in

Associate Dean Tel. No. 07232-251745

No" VNCAB/RGSTC-PaIas/YTL/MFFS with volumetric Cup Filler /113'$of 2023 Date: l'V 1 t2023

Quotation/Rate Inviting Letter/Notice

Subject: Quotation /rate inviting letter for supply of Mechanical FFS packing machine with
Volumetric Cup Filler regarding...

Sir,

It is requested to give your quotation or catalogue, price list for the items specified below so

as to reach this office by *;;F-1512023 up to 12:00 hours.

No. Items Specifications Rate per itern

1 Mechanical
FFS Packing
machine with
Volumetric
Cup Filler

. For Filling for light weight non-free florv herbal flower
polvder Packing

Machine: Suitable for 5-10 gms (60-75 mm x 90-125 mm),
20-25 gms (75-90 mm to mm x 150 mm), 25-50 gms (95-115

mm to 150-175 mm)
.Speed: 25-35 pouches per minute..Power: 230Y I 2kW Single
phase
. With tool kit, with extra heater, Extra suit, Adjustment to
change the cup size as per packaging range
Shute for one set-4 cup and I shut set, Rust resistance body,
hot, fill printing batch no, expiry date on individual pouches,

Coding, Static Charge Eliminator, Strip cutting, Level Sensor,
PLC, Controls, Impulse Sealing
. Dosing System: Volumetric Cup Filler
. Main Motor: 0.5hp Crompton, . 6.nrbox: 1:30 ratio Shree

Make Controller: Multispan
. Contact Parts are all Stainless Steel - SS-316 and non-contact
in SS 304
.Machine Dimensions: 1.750 mm x 560 mm x 1750 rnm
(LxWxH), 2-L x W xH : 765 x 1100 x 1740 Qnm)

.Packing material: Polyester, Foil, Metalized Polyester and

similar laminates Heat sealable laminated film like PET + PE,
Foil + PE paper + Foil + PE, PET + Foil *PE, Paper* PE etc.
Successful Trial necessary before machine installation at site

Quote Rate
including
GST and
forwarding at
VNCAB,
Yavatmal

*x While quoting the prices, the instructions may please be noted carefully.

Instructions: 1) The quotation should be sent in sealed envelope to Associate Dean,

Vasantrao Naik College of Agril. Bio-Technology, (Dr. PDKY), Waghapur

Road, Yavatmal-445001, Maharashtra

To,
M/s.



2) On the envelope following matter should be clearly mentioned in block capital letters:

eUOTATION FOR Supply of Mechanical FFS packing machine rvith volumetric cup

filler.

3) prices or rates should be "All inclusive" (i.e. inclusive of all taxes and fright expenses etc).

The GST/CST/BST/VAT, must be rnentioned on quotation. Without that your quotations

will not be considered.

4) The payment of bill can only be made after satisfactory compliance of complete

order, and conditions such as full or partial payment in advance or against are not

acceptable.

5) Quotation received after due date will not be considered.

6) Time, period for which the quotation will be valid should be clearly mentioned. Fufther,

the validity period should be up to 3110312024. Quotations of lesser validity are liable to be

rejected.

7) Conditional quotations are liable to be rejected. The supply order liable to canceled or

rejected under dissatisfy supply of machine.

8) The undersigned reserves full right to reject any or all the quotations lvithout assigning any

reason thereof.

9) Warrantee period and discount for Govt. educational institute should be clearly mentioned.

10) The received sealed envelope/s will be opened on1-L1-2023 at 12.00 hrs. in the chamber

of Associate Dean, Vasantrao Naik College of Agril. Bio-Technology, (Dr' PDKV),

Waghapur Road, Yavatmal-445001, Maharashtra

VNCAB, Yavatmal

-ociate Dean,


